
Continuous Security & Compliance for the Cloud

The widespread growth in cloud adoption in recent years has given businesses across all industries 
the ability to transform and scale in ways never before possible. But the speed of those changes, com-
bined with the drastically increased volume and complexity of resources in cloud environments, often 
forces organizations to choose between slowing the pace of their innovation or taking on massive 
unmanaged risk. 

InsightCloudSec is a fully-integrated cloud-native security platform (CNSP) that enables organizations 
to drive cloud security forward through continuous security and compliance. 

InsightCloudSec helps teams protect even the most complex multi-cloud and container environments 
from misconfigurations, policy violations, threats, and identity and access management (IAM) chal-
lenges. The solution features automated, real-time remediation in order to help customers more 
quickly respond to security or compliance risks.

By providing unified visibility and comprehensive asset inventory across all major cloud service pro-
viders, InsightCloudSec helps customers understand, audit, and monitor their security posture across 
all cloud resources. It also standardizes the terminology used across cloud vendors and helps to unify 
and future-proof policies across cloud environments, leading to reduced complexity and increased 
efficiency.

InsightCloudSec allows security teams to automate the preventive and reactive controls necessary to 
respond to or remediate issues at scale. Our nuanced approach to automation goes beyond shutting 
down risky instances, allowing teams to perform event-driven harvesting of additional data, send out 
notifications, create tickets, or schedule resource downtime during off hours to reduce cloud costs, all 
without human intervention.

Measure your entire cloud footprint against your choice of more than 20+ regulatory and industry 
standards, or customize to align with your own corporate policy, to get a visual representation of 
compliance against required benchmarks for effortless executive reporting.
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Govern cloud identity & access management to rapidly uncover 
risky user or role policies, such as any principals who have wildcard 
blast radius, to make it easier to adapt a least-privilege access 
model across multi-cloud environments.

InsightCloudSec gives 
us the ability to automate 

governance, offer flexibility, 
allow better insights and 

controls, and enhance 
compliance -- all at the 

same time.

- Dave Duval
CIO Discovery Inc.

Customers Love And 
Trust InsightCloudSec

Get a Free Trial at
www.rapid7.com

InsightCloudSec evaluates risk of infrastructure-as-code templates 
against an industry-leading number of security checks to provide 
a consistent definition of done and prevent misconfigurations or 
policy violations early in the software development lifecycle.

Empower DevOps teams with code-to-production security for 
Kubernetes deployments and workloads. With these frictionless 
guardrails in place, organizations maintain the smooth operation 
of business applications while continuously monitoring for potential 
threats and vulnerabilities at the cluster level.

The benefits of InsightCloudSec extend far beyond the technology 
itself. Our white-glove approach to product support and customer 
success has led to industry-leading customer satisfaction and will 
ensure that your team gets the maximum value out of your invest-
ment in InsightCloudSec.

• Slack
• Jira
• ServiceNow

• Unified Terminology
• Event-Driven Harvesting
• Compliance Scorecards

• InsightIDR
• PagerDuty
• Splunk

• Owner-Tagging Bots 
• Automated Response
• IaC Analysis

• Microsoft Teams
• Tenable
• InsightVM

IAM Governance

Infrastructure as Code Analysis 

Kubernetes Security Guardrails

Unparalleled Customer Satisfaction

Supported Platforms:

Key Integrations

Ask Us About

AlibabaAmazon Google KubernetesMicrosoft


